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In the fields of light manipulation and localization, quasiperiodic photonic crystals, or photonic quasicrystals (PQs), are
causing an upsurge in research because of their rotational symmetry and long-range orientation of transverse lattice
arrays, as they lack translational symmetry. It allows for the optimization of well-established light propagation properties
and has introduced new guiding features. Therefore, as a class, quasiperiodic photonic crystal fibers, or photonic quasi-
crystal fibers (PQFs), are considered to add flexibility and richness to the optical properties of fibers and are expected to
offer significant potential applications to optical fiber fields. In this review, the fundamental concept, working mechanisms,
and invention history of PQFs are explained. Recent progress in optical property improvement and its novel applications in
fields such as dispersion control, polarization-maintenance, supercontinuum generation, orbital angular momentum trans-
mission, plasmon-based sensors and filters, and high nonlinearity and topological mode transmission, are then reviewed in
detail. Bandgap-type air-guiding PQFs supporting low attenuation propagation and regulation of photonic density states of
quasiperiodic cladding and in which light guidance is achieved by coherent Bragg scattering are also summarized. Finally,
current challenges encountered in the guiding mechanisms and practical preparation techniques, as well as the prospects
and research trends of PQFs, are also presented.
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1. Introduction

In early 1984, the discovery of quasiperiodic crystals (also called
quasicrystals) in aluminum–magnesium alloys, achieved by
Shechtman and his co-workers, led to the formation of a new
type of solid different from the other well-known amorphous
and periodic crystals based on basic atomic or molecular struc-
tures[1]. The two-dimensional (2D) diffraction pattern of this
quasicrystal was found to present a long-range order feature
(but with no periodicity), fully countering the law of the existing
ordered crystal, and was demonstrated to match Penrose and
Mackay’s mathematical model in which a mosaic could be laid
with a few rhombic tiles[2–4]. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the
common five-fold Penrose lattice tiling and the corresponding
numeric diffraction pattern[5]. By utilizing the cut-and-project
method[6], the projection ( : : :ABAABA : : : ) of the regular
stripe of the 2D quasiperiodic lattice on the virtual curve with
an irrational slope is generated endlessly, which perfectly
matches the 1D Fibonacci lattice [Fig. 1(c)][5]. Several years later,
dodecagonal quasicrystals were found in solidified V3Ni2 and
V15Ni10Si alloys and showed a quasiperiodic pattern consisting
of squares and equilateral triangles, basically consistent with

Stampfli’s model[6,7]. The unique quasiperiodic arrangement
and geometry of the constituent unit then inspired intense
explorations in the fields of chemistry, material science, math-
ematics, and in particular, optics[8–15].
Around 1998, a 2D quasicrystal arrangement of dielectrics

[photonic quasicrystal, (PQ)] was first introduced in the optical
field[16] after intensive studies on the optical, electrical, and
acoustic properties[17] of 1D quasicrystals (such as the
Fibonnaci sequence superlattice[18]). These studies showed sig-
nificant breakthroughs regarding the features of the photonic
bandgap (PBG), such as having more flexibility in tuning the
defect state properties and having extremely large wave-
lengths[19–22]. For instance, a twelve-fold symmetric PQ can en-
able the realization of complete non-directional PBGs for
backgrounds with lower refractive indices, even for silica
material[23]. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
of a twelve-fold symmetric PQ and themultiple diffracted beams
from the entrance face are presented in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e),
respectively.
In the following twenty years, tremendous research efforts

had been devoted to studying the interesting optical physics
of PQs (including photonic dispersion relation, plasmonic,
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complete PBG, localized states, optical transmission, light trans-
port, etc.) for device applications in super-resolution lenses,
lasers, sensors, topological photonics, meta-surfaces, and
fibers[24–56]. Moreover, the interdisciplinary applications have
also attracted significant research interest, with the PQ concept
introduced in other scientific fields[11–15,57–63]. Interestingly,
research conducted in 2021 showed that surface texturing etched
with a PQ array pattern could significantly reduce surface reflec-
tion loss, which is the key for creating next-generation high-effi-
ciency Si solar cells[64]. The involved Stampfli-type PQ and
Sunflower-type PQ patterns are shown in Figs. 1(f) and 1(g).
The modern optical fiber, one of the most successful techno-

logical inventions of the 20th century, has become indispensable
to current global long-distance telecommunication networks
and non-telecommunication applications involving light trans-
portation, such as diagnostics, medicine, laser, imaging, sensing,
and probes. For non-telecom fibers or specific fibers[65], the
microstructure fiber on the scale of the optical wavelength, such
as the typical photonic crystal fiber (PCF), has been demon-
strated to have high superiority in light guidance with a host
of characteristics as compared with the traditional step-index
fiber. This has promoted the renaissance of research interest
in optical fibers in the latter 40 years of the 20th century[66].
This originates from the periodic-lattice structure of the clad-
ding and a large index contrast, which enables richer ways to
improve optical properties. Moreover, the existence of a com-
plete PBG in the region of the propagation constant β < kwave-
length vector, where light can propagate freely in the vacuum,
offers the possibilities of extending the guiding mechanism of
fibers from the total internal reflection to the PBG effect. In
nature, manipulating light in the PCF involves engineering a
cladding structure on the cross-sectional plane because the

PCF approximates 2D structures due to its infinity in another
dimension[67]. This indicates that the introduction of the quasi-
periodic dielectric structure, which features new characteristics
of photonic bands in the optical fiber, provides additional
opportunities to manage the fiber properties.
The properties of light propagation in the PQ are governed by

the photonic dispersion relation. Although no strict Brillouin
zone exists in the reciprocal space of the PQ, it is still possible
to construct the “effective Brillouin zone” by calculating the
“pseudo-Jones” zone with a description of a set of relatively
intense reciprocal vectors[37]. Owing to the long-range order
and self-similarity of the 2D PQ structure, the dispersion rela-
tion exhibits a richness, uniqueness, and flexibility with a
well-designed structure. Therefore, both the realization of the
PCF and the proposal of the PQ concept stimulate the develop-
ment of the PQF, which is illustrated by the PQF evolution dia-
gram shown in Fig. 2.
In 2007, the PQ structure was primarily employed in optical

fibers in which transverse air-hole lattices were arranged follow-
ing the rule of a basic unit or part of a PQ array. Moreover, com-
pared with the PCF, the constructed dodecagonal Stampfli-type
PQF exhibited an easily tailed, near-zero flattened dispersion
and a larger cutoff ratio for endlessly single-mode operation
due to relatively complex and unusual light reflection in the
cladding[68]. Note that the PQF still belongs to the class ofmicro-
structure fibers and consists of specific quasiperiodic air-hole
arrays that differ from the periodic PCF. The local PQ structure
introduced in the cladding, cannot be accurately characterized
by the full PBGs of the PQ. Nevertheless, high geometric degrees
of freedom in PQs, including the air hole size, the lattice con-
stant, and the fold number, outperform the conventional PCF
in quite a few aspects.

Fig. 1. (a) Five-fold Penrose lattice tiling pattern[5]. (b) Diffraction pattern of the five-fold Penrose-type PQ structure[5]. (c) 1D Fibonacci sequence generated by
the 2D PQ lattice using the cut-and-project method[5]. (d) Fabricated silica-based twelve-fold symmetric quasicrystals[23]. (e) Multiple diffracted beams from the
entrance face of the twelve-fold symmetric quasicrystals[23]. (f) and (g) Fabricated Si-based twelve-fold PQ and Sunflower-type PQ structures by E-beam lithog-
raphy system[64].
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Accordingly, in the following decade, outstanding or interest-
ing guiding properties of the PQF, such as the opposite depend-
ence of the lattice constant on the negative dispersion[69], the
fold number-dependent validity of the V parameter[70], an
ultra-high birefringence of 3.86 × 10−2[71], a two-guided band
in the hollow PQF[72], and the low confinement loss with a well
limited mode by means of rotational cladding[73], were reported
repeatedly, which further promoted PQF-based device designs
of specific fibers, amplifiers, stretchers, sensors, and filters in
optical communications and sensor systems[74–94]. Part of the
optical properties and applications are shown in Fig. 2, based
on material and structure manipulation. Recently, PQFs have
been found to well support the orbital angular momentum
(OAM) mode due to this mode’s perfect mode shape, which
matches the circular fiber structure. This design may provide
new ideas in mode-division multiplexing for satisfying the surge
in telecommunication data[95–98]. Moreover, for guiding fibers
at the infrared and terahertz wavelengths, in the topologically
protected mode transmission, and in fiber-based devices of
lasers and metalenses, the PQF is expected to be a promising
candidate platform.
In summary, specific rotational symmetry and long-range ori-

entation of transverse lattice arrays found in PCFs, which lack
translational symmetry, endow PQFs with more structural
degrees of freedom and unique cladding arrangements that offer
more flexibility in tuning guiding features for specific
applications.

2. Light-Guiding Mechanism in the PQF

Asmentioned in Section 1, the air-hole arrangement in the clad-
ding determines the PBG in the transverse section and further
changes the effective index difference between the cladding
and the core of fiber, which shapes the propagation properties
of the guiding modes. Three types of PQFs are first introduced
in this section, and then the guiding mechanisms in the solid-
core PQF and the hollow-core PQF are briefly discussed.

2.1. Classification of PQFs

According to the characteristics of the PQF, which features a
rotational symmetry and no transmission periodicity, the
PQF can be divided into the following three categories: the
Stampfli-type PQF, the Penrose-type PQF, and the Sunflower-
type PQF. In general, only part of the rotational air-hole arrays
of the PQ (such as the first- or second-order unit) are introduced
in the cladding of the fiber. However, the unique fiber structure
definitely exhibits interesting properties when compared with
the conventional PCF.

2.1.1. Stampfli-type PQF

In the Stampfli-type PQF, the basic rotational unit is composed
of two adjacent polygons: one square (interior angle π=2)
and the other an equilateral triangle (interior angle π=3). By
rotating these adjacent polygons six times around the center,

Fig. 2. Upper circular diagram showing the potential technological applications with the optical properties optimized using the structure and material manipu-
lation based on a PQF. The bottom arrow indicates the PQF evolution from the first fabricated PCF[67] to the first reported PQ structure[16], to the first proposed
PQF[68], to the hollow-core PQF[72], to the Ge-doped PQF[99], to the OAM-supported PQF[95], and to the PQF-based sensor[96].
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the first-order unit can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 3(a).
Considering the first-order unit as a point, the second-order unit
can be obtained following the same matching rule in a similar
fashion [see Fig. 3(b)]. Then, it is easy to obtain an entire pattern
of the PQ, which exhibits high similarity due to a number of
basic units. Another PQ pattern can be formed by rotating
the basic units with a π=6 angle, as shown in Fig. 3(c).

2.1.2. Penrose-type PQF

Similar to the Stampfli-type PQF, the basic rotational unit in this
type of PQF also includes two or more types of rhombi whose
interior angles are determined by the symmetric number. For
instance, the interior angles of two rhombi in the eight-fold
Penrose-type are π=2 and π=4. The groups π=5, 2π=5 and
π=6, π=3, π=2 are for ten-fold and twelve-fold PQFs, respec-
tively. Three diagrams of a transverse section of the fiber are
illustrated in Figs. 3(d)–3(f).

2.1.3. Sunflower-type PQF

In addition to the common Stampfli-type and Penrose-type
PQFs, the Sunflower-type PQF (also denoted as a circular
PCF) fiber has rotational symmetry and no translational sym-
metry and can also be generally considered as a group. This typ-
ical type of fiber contains circular periodic hole arrays other than
translational periodicity. Astonishingly, higher structure degrees
of freedom exist in this fiber with different numbers of first-ring
holes or central angles θ between two adjacent air holes.

Assuming the center of the fiber as the origin in x–y plane,
the position of each air hole is defined as[90]

x = aM cos

�
2nπ
MN

�
, (1)

y = aM sin

�
2nπ
MN

�
, (2)

where a, M, and n represent the lattice constant, the ordinal
number of rings, and the integer from 1 toM × N , respectively.
N is the number of air holes in the first ring and represents the
rotational symmetry. The central angle θ is given by θ =
�360=M� × N and shows the angular spacing between any
two neighboring air holes in a ring. Setting N to be 6, 7, and
8, the cross-sections of the constructed Sunflower-type PQF
are shown in Figs. 3(g)–3(i), respectively. The hole arrangement
and air-filling fraction influence the average refractive index.
This is the origin of high-performance adjustability for high
numerical aperture (NA), dispersion, confinement loss, etc.
Note that in order to avoid air hole collapse during fiber prepa-
ration, themaximum air hole size for each type of PQFs has to be
limited in a certain range, which was partly demonstrated in the
previous study[85].

2.2. Light-guiding mechanisms of PQFs

Currently, the guiding mechanisms of the reported PQFs can be
classified into two categories: the total reflection mechanism (or
index-guiding mechanism) and the PBG mechanism (or air-
guiding mechanism), which depend on the refractive indices
of the core and cladding materials. The two mechanisms corre-
spond to the solid-core PQF and the hollow-core PQF,
respectively.

2.2.1. Index-guiding solid-core PQF

For homogeneous medium fibers, the well-known Snell’s law is
followed at the interface (between the core and cladding). The
solid-core PQF exhibits a large-mode index difference between
the solid core and the holes containing the cladding arranged by
air hole size, which easily introduces a light propagation form of
the total internal reflection (TIR) mechanism at a particular fre-
quency[65]. If the PQF is designed with an endlessly single-mode
propagation for white light, then all components of the light fol-
low the TIR law, as shown in Fig. 4(a). However, the complex
rotational structure and flexible cladding arrangement compli-
cate the mathematical solving process of the mode of the PQF
with Maxwell’s equations.

2.2.2. Air-guiding hollow-core PQF

In contrast, the well-known hollow-core fiber possesses a lower
index of the core than that of the cladding, and the incident light
is trapped by the strong reflection in the “stop band” of the pho-
tonic band structures of the periodic cladding. Stop bands con-
strain all the optical vibrations in any direction and limit the

Fig. 3. The upper row shows the Stampfli-type PQF. (a) The first-order PQF,
(b) the second-order PQF, and (c) the second-order PQF with a π/6 rotation of
the near-core ring of the air holes. The middle row shows the Penrose-type
PQF. (d) The eight-fold PQF, (e) the ten-fold PQF, and (f) the twelve-fold PQF.
The bottom row shows the Sunflower-type PQF. (g) The six-fold PQF, (h) the
seven-fold PQF, and (i) the eight-fold PQF.
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light in the core within all wavelengths spanning the PBG. In this
case, the PBGs are functions of the propagation constant β
rather than those of the optical wavelength. If white light is
launched into a fiber core that is designed to work in the red vis-
ible region, then only the red component of the light can be
guided along the fiber, and other components get attenuated
in the cladding, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The guidance existed only
in the stop band, coinciding with the PBGs. This indicates that
the fiber’s periodic structure can shape the mode properties rad-
ically, which therefore raises a strict requirement for fiber fab-
rication technique. The typical PBGs in the PCFs are
generated by a wavelength-scale periodic structure. However,
the light propagation in the hollow-core PQF is governed by
the PBGs generated in the PQ structure. Therefore, the unique
photonic band properties of the PQmake it difficult to modulate
the mode features of the PQF. For instance, for light guidance, a
Stampfli-type hollow-core PQF can offer two PBGs (or low loss
windows) in the λ=Λ region[72], whose feature has not been
found in periodic PCF. However, the detailed theoretical explan-
ation about the new light propagation phenomena in the hol-
low-core PQF needs further clarification and systematic
explorations, although such types of fibers have been
reported[94].

3. Guiding Features and Applications of PQFs

Owing to the quasiperiodic dielectric or air arrays in the clad-
ding region, the photonic dispersion relation is different from
that of the PCF, which affects the guiding mode properties, such
as distribution and transmission, and accounts for the fold num-
ber-dependent validity of the V parameter for clarifying the sin-
gle-mode and multi-mode operations. Moreover, background
material manipulation, together with high structure degrees of
freedom, including the air hole size, the lattice constant, and
the rotation fold number, enables the PQF to flexibly tail
the waveguide dispersion[69], the polarization-maintaining
capability[71], the mode-field area[75,99], and the nonlinearity[76].
Moreover, the PQF also provides an excellent structural plat-
form for surface plasmon resonance (SPR)[84], mode cou-
pling[93], and OAM transmission[95]. All these features not
only offer opportunities for exploring new complex optical fiber
physics but also facilitate the new engineering of fiber devices,
including multiplexers, sensors, filters, and amplifiers in the

fields of communication, biomedicine, and environmental
protection.

3.1. Guiding features of PQFs

3.1.1. Single-mode operation and high numerical aperture

The most striking property[67] of the microstructure fiber is the
intriguing “endlessly single-mode propagation,” featuring a fun-
damental mode maintained in the core of the arbitrary short
wavelength with a proper choice of geometry (air-filling fraction
d=Λ). One parameter that evaluates the quality of the single-
mode operation is the cutoff ratio of the air-filling fraction
for endless single-mode propagation, since a higher cutoff ratio
allows a larger size of the constituent air-hole array of the fiber,
making fiber fabrication easier. In general, the V parameter
method is used for the evaluation of the cutoff ratio, and the
value of the effective V parameter Veff �λ� is calculated as[100]

Veff �λ� =
2πa
λ

�n2co,eff �λ� − n2cl,eff �λ��1=2, (3)

where nco,eff �λ� and ncl,eff �λ� are the effective refractive indices of
the core mode and cladding mode, respectively.
In 2003, Mortensen et al.[100] proved the cutoff ratio to be

0.406 for the triangular lattice PCF, and Poli et al.[101] later accu-
rately obtained the modal cutoff ratio 0.442 in a square-lattice
PCF. A comparative analysis of the phase diagram of the sec-
ond-order mode between the triangular lattice PCF and the
square lattice PQF is shown in Fig. 5(a). For the Stampfli-type
PQF, Kim et al.[68] first reported a cutoff ratio of 0.525 using
the V parameter method [Fig. 5(b)], whose value is larger than
those of the periodic PCFs. In 2018, it was confirmed that the
cutoff ratio for the Sunflower-type PQF could reach the highest
value of 0.575 in the previously reported microstructure fibers
[Fig. 5(c)][85]. Moreover, the research also indicated that the
number of the rings in the air holes hardly influences the modal
cutoff. It is important to note that the utilization of theV param-
eter method for identifying the single-mode operation regime
for the PQF is only suitable for the PQF with a smoothly chang-
ing index fiber.
Zhao et al.[70] verified the invalidity of the V parameter if the

fiber possessed isolated high refractive regions around the core.
For instance, the V parameter is available for the six-fold
Stampfli-type PQF but not for the eight-fold or ten-fold
Penrose-type PQFs. For the fiber with isolated high refractive
regions, the normalized effective mode area Aeff=a2 (a is the lat-
tice constant) can be used to effectively estimate themodal cutoff
for the single-mode operation regime by observing the sudden
change of the second-order Aeff

[102].
Similar to theV parameter equation, the NA is also associated

with the refractive index of the core and the cladding of the fiber.
High NA fibers offer a broad spectrum of applications, including
high-power lasers, fluorescence monitoring, and efficient light
collection. Owing to the limited transparent solids to deploy core
and cladding materials of widely differing indices, the

Fig. 4. (a) Index-guiding solid-core PQF. (b) The air-guiding hollow-core PQF.
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conventional step-index silica core fiber could yield a maxi-
mum NA value of 0.6. By optimizing the air-filling fraction,
Wadsworth et al.[103] proposed a 41 m PCF with a very high
NA, 0.9. To further increase the NA, Paul et al.[104] proposed
a Stampfli-type PQF with a silicon nanocrystal-filled ellipse
core that could achieve an ultra-high NA of the order of 0.92
at the wavelength 1.0 μm for both the x-polarization and the
y-polarization. The value of the NA was inversely proportional
to the wavelength. At a longer operating wavelength of 2.6 μm,
the value of the NA decreased to 0.68 in the PQF[105].

3.1.2. Flexibly engineered dispersion

In the communication field, dispersion is a crucial perfor-
mance parameter for optical fibers. This is attributed to the fact
that a too large dispersion during the signal propagation can
cause serious error rates. Of course, specific systems might
require higher dispersion values or larger negative dispersions.
However, for the dispersion of the fundamental mode of PQFs,
the total dispersion can be calculated with a sum of the material
dispersion (related to the fiber material) and a waveguide
dispersion (depending on the fiber structure). Therefore, PQFs
with unprecedented freedom make the dispersion optimization
muchmore flexible and offer an excellent fiber platform for their
applications.
Achieving a flattened and near-zero dispersion by opti-

mizing the size or position of the near-core air holes is one of
the most well-known features of property controllability. Low
and flattened dispersion benefits optical communications,
wavelength-divisionmultiplexing systems, and supercontinuum
generation. The six-fold Stampfli-type PQF[68] and the three-
size-hole PQF[106] achieved an ultra-flattened dispersion of
0 ± 0.05 ps/(nm km) and 6.0 ± 3.0 ps/(nm km) in a broadband
of ∼300 nm, respectively. A gradient eight-fold Stampfli-type
PQF[107] and a Ge-doped silica six-fold PQF[99] provided a
dispersion of 3.7 ± 0.89 ps/(nm km) and 12.5–29.5 ps/(nm km),
respectively. Previous studies[106,107] indicate that the adjust-
ment of the air holes that are near to the core of the PQF
helps in dispersion optimization. Therefore, the construction
of a double-cladding PQF has been attracting extensive research
interest in fiber engineering to realize low dispersion at

−0.25±0.31ps=�nmkm�[108] and −2.41±0.28ps=�nmkm�[109].
A detailed comparison of the dispersion value and bandwidth
obtained by various PQFs is presented in Table 1.
Currently, high negative dispersion fibers or dispersion com-

pensation fibers also play an important role in high-speed wave-
length-division multiplexing systems for long-distance data
transmission. Owing to a high wavelength-dependent refractive
index of the claddingmode and a flexible array arrangement, the
PQF acts as an excellent candidate for the dispersion compen-
sation fiber. The most popular way of engineering a dispersion
compensation PQF is to construct a dual core structure that
contains inner and outer cores. The mode coupling between
two cores leads to the mode transition process and then to
the sudden change in the combined effective refractive index
at the phase-matching wavelength, which further results in a
narrow negative peak of dispersion. For instance, consider
a dual-core Stampfli-type PQF with a negative dispersion of
−2500 ps/(nm km) in a wavelength range from 1.49 μm to
1.51 μm[69], as shown in Fig. 6(a). Enlarging the mode area
of the outer cores easily provides a negative dispersion of
−9600 ps/(nm km)[110], as illustrated in Fig. 6(b). In fact, the
intensity of the negative dispersion dip depends on the magni-
tude of the sudden change of the index at the phase-matching

Fig. 5. (a) Phase diagram of the second-order mode for the eight-air-hole-ring square and the triangular PCFs[100]. (b) The normalized V parameter for the
Stampfli-type PQF[68]. (c) The normalized V parameter for the Sunflower-type PQF[85].

Table 1. Flattened and Near-Zero Dispersion Based on the PQF Structure.

PQF structure Dispersion [ps/(nm km)] Bandwidth (nm)

Uniformed-hole PQF[68] 0 ± 0.05 190

Three-layer PQF[106] 6.0 ± 3.0 300

Gradient-layer PQF[107] 3.7 ± 0.89 250

Ge-doped PQF[99] 12.5–29.5 800

Double-cladding PQF[108] −2.41 ± 0.28 200

Decagonal PQF[71] −0.25 ± 0.31 400

Annular-core PQF[109] 0 ± 0.11 500

Thue–Morse PQF[79] < 20 1000
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wavelength. Enlarging the air hole size of the inner core
layer[77] and doping the high-index material in the inner
core[111], make the coupling effect stronger. For instance, a
Ge-doped inner core can cause a large negative dispersion of
−22,137 ps/(nm km)[111], as shown in Fig. 6(c).
In addition, generating a high negative dispersion and achiev-

ing a high positive dispersion, together with a large mode area, is
useful in chirped-pulse amplifier systems and ultrafast laser sys-
tems. This fiber serves as a stretcher for stretching the high-
energy ultrashort pulses to ensure distortionless pulses. In
2010, Li et al.[112] reported a PQF-based 10,000 ratio stretcher
in a 1 km length of fiber. They adjusted the dispersion as β2
35.72 ps2=km by controlling the air hole size and lattice con-
stant. In 2011, Sivabalan et al.[73] proposed an Yb-doped
Stampfli-type PQF stretcher with a dispersion of 1000 ps2=km
and an inner core effective mode area of 35 μm2 at 1.06 μm.
This fiber could exhibit a high stretching ratio of more than
100,000. The electric field distribution and normal dispersion
curves are shown in Fig. 6(d).

3.1.3. Strong polarization-maintaining ability

The rotational symmetry of the air-hole arrays in the PQF pro-
vides a structure that matches well with the phase of the circle-
shape fundamental mode. From another aspect, an ultra-high
birefringence of the guided mode can be obtained once the rota-
tional symmetry is broken by deliberately introducing capillaries
with different wall thicknesses or by designing an asymmetric
porous cladding surrounding[76,87]. Moreover, compared with
the conventional polarization-maintaining fiber, such as the
elliptical core, the bow-tie, or the Panda fibers that generally
require two constituent materials with different thermal explo-
sion coefficients, the PQF is highly insensitive to temperature
because of only one background material (silica)[76].
In 2014, a twin bow-tie polymer PQF was reported to realize a

birefringence of 2.43 × 10−3 at a wavelength 2 μm by breaking

the symmetry of the x- and y- polarization electric field distri-
bution of the guiding mode[76]. In the same year, Su et al.
arranged four small circular air holes in the core region to
squeeze the x-polarization electric field distribution in order
to obtain a birefringence of 2.88 × 10−2 at a wavelength of
2 μm[113]. To further exploit the near-core air hole’s dependence
on the birefringence, five different air holes were first used
to obtain a birefringence of 1.4207 × 10−2 at 1.55 μm[114]

[Fig. 7(a)]. The simulation results indicate that at a certain wave-
length, the birefringence value is influenced by the change of the
air hole size, the lattice constant, and the air-filling fraction. Two
mobile air holes at both sides of the core in the x-axis direction
could be controlled to obtain an ultra-high birefringence of
3.86 × 10−2 at 1.31 and 1.55 μm[71] [Fig. 7(b)]. In 2019, based
on a ZrF4-BaF2-LaF3-AlF3-NaF PQF, Liu et al.[115] arranged
two elliptical air holes in the core and achieved a maximum bire-
fringence of 4.15 × 10−2.

3.1.4. High mode-field area or high nonlinearities

According to the literature, the threshold value of the air-filling
fraction for each type of microstructure fiber for maintaining an
endlessly single mode and a large mode area fiber becomes pos-
sible by properly designing the air hole size. A high mode area
fiber is significant for the generation of the amplifier and the
laser as well as the delivery of a high-power pulse by reducing
the nonlinearity, light damage, and thermal damage. The effec-
tive mode area Aeff is defined as[70]

Aeff =

�RR
I�x,y�dxdy�2RR
I2�x, y�dxdy , �4�

Fig. 6. Negative dispersion for the different PQF designs: (a) the small outer
core[69], (b) the large outer core[110], and (c) the doped inner core[111]. (d) The
normal dispersion for the Ge-doped PQF design[73]: the electric field distribu-
tion in the inner core and outer core at 1.06 μm and the obtained normal
dispersion.

Fig. 7. High birefringence silica-based PQF at 1.55 μm obtained by breaking
the structure symmetry. (a) The Penrose-type PQF with a birefringence
of 1.4207 × 10-2[114]. (b) The Stampfli-type PQF with a birefringence of
3.86 × 10-2[71].
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where I�x, y� is the intensity of the transverse electric field dis-
tribution. According to Eq. (4), the size of Aeff mainly depends
on the I�x, y�, which is often optimized by controlling the fiber
material and the lattice constant[71,75,80]. It is speculated that the
more the electric field’s distribution spreads, the larger the effec-
tive mode area is[85,86]. It is important to note that more distri-
butionmight cause a higher confinement loss and could bemore
sensitive to the bending state. Therefore, an anti-bending large
mode area fiber is still the current research hotspot in the field of
high-power laser systems.
For engineering this type of fiber, large mode area and single-

mode propagation together with a low bending loss should be
considered simultaneously. Introducing a large fiber core to
increase the mode area is a common approach. However, some
higher-order modes can also easily get trapped in the core.
Increasing the size of the air holes of the microstructure fiber
can shrink the bending loss, but this approach limits the mode
area and may cause multimode propagation.
In 2014, an all-solid large-mode-area single-mode PQF with

extremely low loss was designed by embedding a hexagonal
quasicrystal array of slightly fluorine-doped silica rods in a silica
background[116] [Fig. 8(a)]. It exhibited an effective mode area of
5197 μm2 and a bending loss of 0.01 dB/m at a bending radius of
10 cm. With the same idea, an Yb-doped large-pitch PQF could
support an Aeff of 4660 μm2 with a bending loss of< 20 μm2[75]

[Fig. 8(b)]. In fact, a large fiber core (> 100 μm) might give rise
to the trapping of a second-order mode or higher modes. To
solve this conflict, a silica-based six-fold gradient-diameter
Sunflower-type PQF with five rings of air holes was proposed,
as shown in Fig. 8(c)[91]. The small inner air holes constituted
the near-core cladding to promote single-mode propagation
and increase the mode area [Fig. 8(d)], while the large outer

holes made up the outer cladding to better confine the guiding
mode and reduce bending loss. Under optimal structural param-
eters, the fiber could realize an Aeff of 3110 μm2 and a low bend-
ing loss of 8.04 × 10−6 dB=m at a bending radius of 15 cm at the
wavelength of 1.55 μm. This engineering strategy offers an
approach for balancing the large mode area, single-mode propa-
gation, and low bending loss.
For certain fiber structures, the Aeff value is an inversely pro-

portional function of the nonlinear coefficient γ at a certain
wavelength. γ is easily deduced as[71]

γ =
2πn2
λAeff

, �5�

where n2 is the nonlinear coefficient of the core material. The
fiber with a high γ or a highly nonlinear fiber has already
attracted tremendous research interest in the fields of wave-
length conversion, optical parametric amplification, supercon-
tinuum generation, high-power laser, etc. To obtain a high
nonlinear coefficient, three common approaches have often
been investigated for the PQF microstructure fiber.
The first approach involves the advantage of flexibly optimiz-

ing the PQF structure. Squeezing the fiber core can push the
light to gather in the core to increase the nonlinearity. For in-
stance, Su et al.[76] proposed a dual-concentric core structure
(lattice constant ∼ 1.0 μm) and a twin bow-tie structure
(lattice constant ∼ 3.3 μm) [Fig. 8(e)] and achieved a γ of
33.4W−1km−1 at 1.55 μm and 118W−1km−1 at 2.0 μm. In
2018, Kim et al.[109] used an annular core Stampfli-type PQF
to shrink the core layer [Fig. 8(f)] to obtain a high nonlinearity
and a very low Aeff (< 5.6 μm2) with a lattice constant of
2.09 μm. Moreover, an ultra-wide band and nearly zero

Fig. 8. (a)–(d) Large mode area PQF and (e)–(f) highly nonlinear PQF. (a) The large-core PQF[116]. (b) The Yb-doped large pitch PQF[75]. (c) The gradient-diameter
Sunflower-type PQF [with a large effective mode area and a low bending loss shown in (d)][91]. (e) The twin bow-tie silica-based PQF[76]. (f) The annular core
Stampfli-type PQF[109]. (g) The tellurite elliptical core PQF [with high nonlinearity shown in (h)][117].
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ultra-flattened dispersion of 0 ± 0.11 ps/(nm km) from 1.15 μm
to 1.65 μm was also obtained, which was highly expected to be
applied in the supercontinuum generation.
The second approach involves the arrangement of a high-

refractive-index material dielectric cylinder with a high nonlin-
ear coefficient in the core. Benefiting from themode distribution
in the high-index region, the guiding mode can present a large
γ value. Maheswaran et al.[117] designed a tellurite elliptical
core PQF [Fig. 8(g)] and realized a nonlinear coefficient γ of
1.54 × 104 W−1km−1 at a wavelength of 0.6 μm. The γ value is
a hundred times that of the structure-optimized PQF, as illus-
trated in Fig. 8(h). Finally, if the material of the elliptical core
is replaced with chalcogenide, which has a higher nonlinear
refractive index, then the generated γ reaches as high as 4.72 ×
104 W−1km−1 at a wavelength of 1.0 μm[118]. In 2019, Amiri
et al.[119] designed a Ge20Sb15Se65-embedded rectangular-slotted
PQF that exhibited a high γ of 6.161 × 103 W−1km−1. Moreover,
the birefringence reached a spectacular value of 0.146.

3.2. Applications of PQF

3.2.1. Specific fibers in optical communication systems

Benefiting from the optical properties of the PQFs analyzed in
Section 3.1, PQFs are considered potential candidates for com-
munication fibers and specific fibers in optical communication
systems. However, for the communication PQF transmitting
signal, due to the limitation of the current fabrication technique,
there still exists a gap that needs be bridged for its practical appli-
cations. For the specific PQF utilized in optical systems in a lab-
oratory, great possibilities can be achieved experimentally. For
instance, a PQF with a flattened, near-zero dispersion, a low
nonlinearity, and a low confinement loss can be used as wave-
length-division multiplexers and interferometer sensors. The
PQF’s high birefringence can be used for polarization control
in fiber optic sensors and high-precision optical instruments.
Moreover, a high-normal-dispersion PQF can stretch high
energy ultrashort pulses. Thus, it can serve as a high-quality
pulse stretcher in laser systems. In particular, the hollow-core
PQF with two PBGs yields new insight into propagation mecha-
nism, which is promising for high-power soliton delivery and
gas-phase nonlinear optics. Therefore, the controllable opti-
cal properties endow the unique PQF with great potential in
engineering-specific fibers for communication systems.

3.2.2. PQF-based OAM transmission

OAM modes have attracted significant research interest due to
their unique spiral phase front. Its theoretically unlimited topo-
logical charge and stable propagation of orthogonal spatial
modes could be utilized in mode-division multiplexing systems
to solve problems with dramatic transmission of data in current
networks. Therefore, engineering a high-quality OAM fiber is
the key to OAM mode propagation. The propagation perfor-
mances (such as the effective index separation Δneff between
the constituent HE/EH modes in the same LP group, the

OAM mode number, and the optical properties of the OAM
mode) should be considered and balanced. Benefiting from a
natural rotational structure that matches well with the circular
phase configuration of the OAM mode, PQFs exhibit a superi-
ority and priority for OAM transmission when compared with
conventional PCFs.
In 2016, Zhang et al.[120] proposed a Sunflower-type OAM

PQF that supported 14 OAM modes with a 10−3 level of
Δneff and < 46.38 ps/(nm km) in 1.25–2.0 μm band. The rota-
tional symmetric cladding offers a structure that matches well
with the OAM phase configuration, as indicated by the normal-
ized intensity of all supported vector modes. Enlarging the
radius of the central air hole extends the room for holding higher
order OAM modes and then increases the number of OAM
modes to 26[121]. However, these PQFs suffer from large
dispersion, especially the high-order OAM modes. To reduce
the dispersion, a dual-cladding Stampfli-type PQF was first pro-
posed with a Δneff of 10−2 order and a low and flattened dis-
persion [with a maximum variation of 19.736 ps/(nm km)][95].
The key in this method is the optimization of the dual-cladding
parameters. The cross-section of the PQF, the electric field dis-
tribution, and the helix phase are plotted in Fig. 9(a). By design-
ing a dual-core Sunflower-type PQF and achieving dual-core
mode coupling [Fig. 9(b)][122], a negative dispersion of up to
−3039.45 ps/(nm km) for the OAM mode HE31 could be
realized. This approach offers guidance for dispersion compen-
sation for OAM modes. Moreover, using controllable GeO2-
doped silica can adjust the property of the carrying quantized
OAM modes [Fig. 9(c)][123]. Utilizing ultra-large central air
cores can significantly improve the capacity of the signal chan-
nels of the OAM fiber [Fig. 9(d)][124].
Based on the numerous theoretical studies mentioned above,

Arsene et al. experimentally fabricated a ring-core fiber with
hybrid cladding, consisting of air holes organized in a first cir-
cular ring surrounded by hexagonal ones [Fig. 10(a)][88]. The
fiber supported 14 OAM modes and exhibited a Δneff of 2.13 ×
10−3 at 1.55 μm. Owing to the used stack-and-draw fabrication
technique, the positions of the inner circular air hole should be
well controlled. The “fork-like” inference fringes from the 1.2 m
OAM fiber also confirm the topological charge, as shown in
Fig. 10(b).

3.3. PQF-based sensor

Optical fiber sensors have been widely studied and applied in the
fields of life science, biochemistry, medicine, and environmental
protection due to their potentially significant advantages includ-
ing compact structure, in situ monitoring, label-free detection,
and anti-electromagnetic interference[125]. Owing to the high
degree of freedom, PQFs have been considered an excellent can-
didate for fiber platforms and for fiber sensors. To date, two
types of PQF-based sensors have primarily been reported.
One is based on the pure silica background PQF that can gen-
erate an external parameter-relative interference spectrum. The
summit or dip of the interference fringe shifts with the variation
of the targeted parameters (temperature, pressure, refractive
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index, and humidity). For instance, for temperature and pres-
sure sensing, Revathi et al.[126] proposed a dual-core PQF con-
sisting of two cores separated with an air hole in the cross-
section, as shown in Fig. 11(a) (left). The mode coupling
between the two cores leads to a transmission spectrum
[Fig. 11(a) (right)] that is sensitive to the photo-elastic effect
and thermo-optic effect. The sensitivities for temperature and
pressure are 20 pm/°C and −10.5 nm=MPa, respectively. If
the core of the PQF is embedded with numerous air holes, then
the frequency range for the sensor can fall into the terahertz
regime[127]. It is expected to be meaningful for chemical detec-
tion of water, ethanol, benzene, etc.
Another type of PQF sensor is based on the optical phenome-

non, namely, the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) that occurs
from the coupling between the surface plasmon wave and the
electromagenetic wave that propagates at the interface between
a coated metal film and a dielectric medium[81], which is

presented in Fig. 11(b). For the metal-coated fiber, the wave vec-
tor of the surface plasmon wave is associated with the refractive
index of the surrounding medium, which thus renders SPR-
based fibers a sensitive technique to detect the index variation
of liquid concentration. In general, the SPR-based fiber sensor
exhibits very high sensitivity owing to the strong coupling effect
of the evanescent wave with the analyte. Microstructure fibers,
such as a holes-containing-cladding PQF, offer multiple sophis-
ticated measures for metal film deposition and targeted-liquid
filling. For example, with a central hole coated with a 40-nm-
gold layer of PQF[81], strong excitation of the surface plasmon
polariton (SPP) occurs by the core mode, facilitating a maxi-
mum refractive index (RI) sensibility of 6000 nm/RIU and a res-
olution of 1.6 × 10−6 in the RI range from 1.45 to 1.46. If a layer
surrounding the fiber[128] is deposited with an indium tin oxide
film [Fig. 11(c)], then the average sensitivity can be boosted
to 8750 nm in the analyte RI range between 1.33 and 1.39.

Fig. 9. OAM-supported PQF. (a) The dual-cladding Stampfli-type PQF, and the electric field distribution and the helix phase[95]. (b) The dual-core dispersion
compensation of the Sunflower-type PQF, and the electric field distribution[122]. (c) The GeO2-doped Sunflower-type PQF, and the electric field distribution

[123].
(d) The GeO2-doped Sunflower-type PQF, and the electric field distribution and the helix phase[124].

Fig. 10. (a) The SEM image of the fabricated ring-core PQF[88]. (b) The measured CCD images of the OAM with l = 1 (top) and l = 2 (bottom) output signals and with
(left) intensities and (right) phases.
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To further enhance the coupling effect and controllability, a six-
fold trapezoidal analyte-channel PQF is reported with a maxi-
mum sensitivity of 17,000 nm/RIU in the RI range from 1.40
to 1.44[84]. This method demonstrates the sensitivity optimiza-
tion by increasing the contacting area between the analyte and
guiding mode. Based on this idea, a Penrose-type D-shaped
PQF sensor [Fig. 11(d)] and a U-shaped Stampfli-type PQF sen-
sor [Fig. 11(e)] were proposed, which offered a maximum
sensitivity of 34,000 nm/RIU[89] and 33,600 nm/RIU[90], respec-
tively. In 2021, based on the D-shaped PQF, Liu et al.[129] dem-
onstrated an ultra-high sensitivity of 62,000 nm/RIU by
enlarging the guiding core radius and then enhancing the cou-
pling effect [Fig. 11(f)]. In the same year, they designed a twin
D-shaped PQF with a 28-nm-thick silver film coated on the top
and bottom side for methane sensing[130]. This sensor provides
accurate gas sensing toward the 0%–3.5% methane concentra-
tion range.
Most of the SPPs at the metal/fiber interface reported in pre-

vious studies are excited by the common Gaussian fundamental
mode[81,84,89,90,126,128–130]. Excitation by the OAM mode, how-
ever, has rarely been investigated for the SPR sensor. Recently,
an SPR fiber biosensor was theoretically proposed based on a
Stampfli-type PQFwith one air hole coated with a gold thin film,
which realized the excitation of the SPP mode by using the
robust transmission of the OAM mode[131]. The profile of the
designed PQF sensor is presented in Fig. 12(a). The proposed
OAM-SPR fiber sensor exhibited an RI sensitivity of
4466.5 nm/RIU and a resolution of 2.3 × 10−5 RIU in a broad
RI range from 1.36 to 1.435. The basic setup for the RI detection
is illustrated in Fig. 12(b). Moreover, a comparative analysis of
the performance parameters of the PQF-based sensors was car-
ried out in terms of structure, sensitivity, bandwidth, and reso-
lution, which is presented in Table 2.

3.4. PQF-based filter

In the SPR-based PQF for the sensor application mentioned
above, the fiber often possesses a circular core and exhibits a very
small birefringence. If the SPPmodes are excited by the x-polari-
zation or the y-polarization of the core mode in a high-birefrin-
gence fiber, then the corresponding polarization mode gets
filtered because of the large coupling loss originating from the
energy transformation. This type of SPR-based PQF can serve

Fig. 11. PQF-based sensor. (a) The dual-core PQF (left), and the interference spectrum used for sensing the external temperature (right)[126].(b) The mechanism of
the surface plasmon resonance PQF sensor. When the sensor is put in the target analyte, the coupling loss peak shifts. (c) The Stampfli-type PQF with a surface-
coated ITO layer[128]. (d) The Penrose-type PQF with a D-shaped analyte channel[89]. (e) The U-shaped Stampfli-type PQF[90]. (f) The hybrid-size air hole PQF with a
micro D-shaped analyte channel[129].

Fig. 12. (a) Profile of the OAM-SPR photonic quasi-crystal fiber sensor[131]. The
figure outlined with the red rectangular dotted line shows the coupling field
distribution. (b) Basic setup of the proposed fiber sensor for refractive index
sensing.
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as a polarization filter. In 2018, an SPR-based birefringence
Sunflower-type PQF was proposed for polarization filtering in
the visible wavelength regime[87]. By arranging two large air
holes and filling RI-matching liquids in a small air hole coated
with a gold film layer, the fiber enabled the filter to work at
a wavelength of 0.55–0.68 μm by adjusting the thickness of
the film. The resonance loss of the y-polarization reached
11,707 dB m−1 and the extinction ratio exceeded 100 dB.

3.5. PQF-based supercontinuum generation

Supercontinuum generation (SC) is one of the most significant
applications of the PQF due to its high nonlinear coefficient by
the shrunken core. The spanning spectrum of SC sources has
been extended from the visible to near-infrared wavelengths,
which enables various applications in optics, medicine, and biol-
ogy. According to the nonlinear Schrödinger equation, it can be
deduced that the SC performance mainly depends on the fiber
parameters (dispersion, nonlinear coefficient, confinement loss,
length, etc.) and pump pulse parameters (pulse power, duration,
polarization state, etc.). The microstructure fiber with control-
lable optical properties is being considered to be the dominant
medium in the SC generation. Considering its simple fabrica-
tion, Sunflower-type PQFs are often employed for engineering
this type of fiber.
In 2015, Medjouri et al.[132] reported a Sunflower-type PQF

with a defective core and a small ring of air holes for the SC
generation [Fig. 13(a)]. However, the achieved γ is less than
16 W−1 km−1 at 1.2–1.8 μm, and the generated narrow band
is less than 600 nm because of the adopted pure silica back-
ground (nonlinear RI n2 = 3.0 × 10−20 m2=W) of the PQF.
With the same background material, Krishna et al.[133] also
obtained a low γ value and a bandwidth of ∼600 nm of SC based
on uniformed-hole Sunflower-type PQFs. To increase the γ and
broaden the bandwidth of SC, the materials with a high

nonlinear RI, such as tellurite, chalcogenide, and fluoride glass,
have been used as the common background. In 2016, Ahmad
et al.[134] proposed two As2S3 and As2Se3 Sunflower-type
PQFs. By customizing the zero dispersion wavelength in the
2.0–2.5 μm range, they achieved a wide band of SC in the wave-
length range from 1.2 μm to 9.3 μm with a duration of 50 fs and
1 kW power pulse focusing into a 0.5 cm long As2Se3 PQF. In
2017, based on a As2Se3 Stampfli-type PQF with a high γ of
2079 W−1km−1, Zhao et al.[83] demonstrated an SC generation
at 1.0–10.2 μm and 1.0–12.5 μm for x- and y-polarized modes,
respectively [Fig. 13(b)]. In general, the spectral broadening in
the PQF is first dominated by the self-phase modulation effect,
followed by soliton fission from the high-order solitons to the
fundamental solitons. The solitons then experience a continuous
red or blue shift due to the Raman effect (Raman self-frequency
shift). If the fiber parameters are selected properly, then a mid-
infrared broadband ultraflat-top supercontinuum (with> 4 dB)
can be generated via the optical wave breaking mechanism,
which is reported in the all-normal dispersion (ANDi)
Ge15Sb15Se70 chalcogenide Sunflower-type PQF [Fig. 13(c)]

[135].
With the same idea, the chalcogenide Ge11.5As24Se64.5 PQF can
realize an ultra-wide SC with a band from 2 μm to 15 μm for
both x- and y- polarized modes [Fig. 13(d)][82].

4. Challenges and Prospects

In this section, the challenges and prospects of the physical study
and application of PQFs are outlined. Light-guiding mecha-
nisms of PQFs primarily need further clarification because light
transmission in the transverse x−y plane is not a Bloch wave
travel due to the lack of a Bravais lattice, even though the total
reflection mechanism can explain it. Then, herein, the possible
preparation methods of quasiperiodic air-hole arrays in PQFs
are also discussed since it is hard to assemble the aperiodic

Table 2. Performance Parameters of the PQF-Based Sensors.

Structure Sensitivity Range Resolution

Dual-core all-silica PQF[126] 20 pm/°C 0°C–1000°C /

Porous-core PQF[127] 18.03 THz/RIU 0.5–1.5 THz 7.75 × 10−5

Hole-coated gold layer PQF[81] 6000 nm/RIU 1.45–1.46 RIU 1.0 × 10−6

ITO-surrounded PQF[128] 35,000 nm/RIU 1.26–1.38 RIU 2.86 × 10−6

Trapezoidal-channel PQF[84] 17,000 nm/RIU 1.40–1.44 RIU 1.64 × 10−5

D-shaped PQF[89] 34,000 nm/RIU 1.415–1.427 RIU /

U-shaped PQF[90] 33,600 nm/RIU 1.420–1.436 RIU /

Large-core D-shaped PQF[129] 62,000 nm/RIU 1.40–1.44 RIU 1.0 × 10−6

Twin D-shaped PQF[130] 6.643 nm/% (methane) 0%–3.5% (concentration) /

Ring-core PQF[131] 4466.5 nm/RIU 1.36–1.435 RIU 2.3 × 10−5
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capillaries and rods using the stack approach, as stacking arrays
are naturally periodic. Finally, the potential applications of
PQFs, with their unprecedented degrees of freedom and unique
cladding structures, are discussed.

4.1. Challenges

4.1.1. Guiding mechanisms in solid-, hollow-, and hybrid-core PQF

Owing to the aperiodic lattice arrays of the air holes running
along the PQF, the guiding mechanism of the fundamental
mode is not exactly similar to the PCF. Light-guiding mecha-
nisms of PQFs primarily need further clarification because
1) the light transmission in the transverse x−y plane is not sim-
ilar to the Bloch wave travel due to the lack of a Bravais lattice,
even though the total reflection mechanism can explain it.
2) Local (not completed) PQ arrays are introduced in the
PQF so that the photonic band structure of the PQ previously
demonstrated cannot exactly describe locally introduced-array
PQFs. Although various and plentiful studies have been per-
formed on PQFs, most of these studies focused on the mode
analysis based on some commercial softwares. Comprehensive
understanding of the PQF’s guiding mode is still not sufficient.
Moreover, for hybrid-core PQFs (composed of air holes and
high-index-doped silica rods arranged around a silica core),
how the combined effect of total internal reflection and PBG
dominates the guiding feature needs to be identified because
PBGs and rich localization states of PQFs that differ from
PCFs may cause different anti-resonant reflection, leading to
changes in the combined effects.

4.1.2. Fabrication method of PQF

Although PQFs with various outstanding propagation perfor-
mances and important potential applications have been demon-
strated, the primary and the biggest current challenge is the fiber
fabrication for specifically quasiperiodic-arranged air-hole
arrays. According to the current fiber-drawing technique and
the prevailing stack-and-draw approach, it is hard to assemble
the aperiodic capillaries and rods via the stacking approach
because stacking arrays are naturally periodic. With appropriate
arrangement and operation, only a limited number of capillaries
(such as the ring of air holes near the core) can be drawn follow-
ing quasi-periodicity[88]. The drilling technique supports the
adjustment of the array pattern[136], the hole size, and the lattice
constant, but it is limited to fabricating only a circular shape and
a restricted number of air holes. The extrusion method allows a
wide range of design freedom[137]. However, the material of the
PQF is limited to soft glass. Considering the cost, preparation
precision, design freedom, and ease of fabrication, the sol-gel
casting technique might be suitable for the fabrication of a
PQF featuring aperiodic hole arrays with circular, elliptical, or
rectangular holes[138]. In 2005, Ryan et al.[139,140] demonstrated
this sol-gel casting technique for deriving microstructure fibers
and found it suitable for PQF fabrication because of its afford-
able wide-range design flexibility for each hole position. Cross-
sectional images of sol-gel-derived microstructure fibers are
shown in Figs. 14(a)–14(d).
In addition to the sol-gel casting technique, the development

of 3D printing techniques can offer a direct one-step high-res-
olution solution on the end face of a standard single-mode fiber.
In 2020, optical waveguide segments with PCF designs were

Fig. 13. Supercontinuum generation based on the highly nonlinear PQF. (a) The silica-based Sunflower-type PQFs with a defect-core[132]. (b) The As2Se3-based
Stampfli-type PQF[83]. (c) The Ge15Sb15Se70-based Sunflower-type PQF[135]. (d) The Ge11.5As24Se64.5-based Stampfli-type PQF[82].
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successfully fabricated by 3D printing[141]. The design and fab-
rication of an all-fiber integrated PCF polarization beam splitter
are illustrated in Fig. 14(e). SEM images of different classes of
3D-printed PCF designs are shown in Figs. 14(f)–14(i).
Herein, for PQF fabrication, a brief description of the sol-gel

casting technique is provided. This technique mainly involves
five procedures, as shown in Fig. 15. (1) Assembling the mold,
which includes the arrays of mandrel elements following a cer-
tain pattern, is, when compared to other methods, a significant
advantage because of the independently controllable hole size,
spacing, and position. In this way, any complex PQF can be fab-
ricated with the achievement of the mold. (2) Filling the mold
with colloid silica with an average particle size of 40 nm.
Therefore, the minimum size of the air hole in the designed
PQF should be around the order of around 10−2 nm.
(3) Reducing the pH level to facilitate the sol-gel process.
(4) Removing the mandrel elements from the gel body at the

wet gel state. Herein, it is noted that the removal process
should be carefully fulfilled owing to the fragile gel body.
(5) Thermodynamically eliminating organic residue, water mol-
ecules, and transition metal contaminants from the gel body. In
general, the achieved air-filling fraction at this state is small. To
obtain a large air-filling fraction fiber (for nonlinear PQF),
hydrofluoric acid etching or pressurizing the holes during the
drawing process can help acquire more than an 87% air-filling
fraction[139].

4.2. Prospects

Systematic explorations of PCF theory and application prospects
have lasted for more than thirty years in ever-widening areas of
science and technology due to their diverse structures and fea-
tures. The techniques of some PCF-based optical devices, such as
PCF lasers, PCF sensors, and supercontinuum sources, have

Fig. 14. (a)–(d) Cross-sectional images of the sol–gel-derived microstructure fibers[139] and the 3D printing of PCF[141]. (a) The endlessly single-mode design.
(b) The high delta, highly nonlinear fiber. (c) The dual-core structure. (d) The circular-core PCF. (e) The PCF polarization beam splitter enabled by the 3D printing
of the PCF designs. A beam with an arbitrary polarization (yellow beam) is split into its horizontal (red beam) and vertical (green beam) polarization components.
(f) The helically twisted coreless PCF. (g) The PBG hollow-core PCF. (h) The anti-resonant hollow-core PCF. (i) The fractal ring-core PCF.

Fig. 15. Description of a potential preparation process of a PQF using the sol–gel method.
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matured and have been commercially applied to wide linear and
nonlinear optical systems. However, as a new type of micro-
structure fiber with diverse novel or improved properties
beyond the step-index fiber, studies of PQFs are still in the pre-
liminary stage in terms of internal mechanism and related devi-
ces. According to the characteristics of the guiding modes of
PQFs and the current advances in fiber techniques, the future
prospects are briefly presented in this section.

4.2.1. Vortex-multiplexed communications and vortex nonlinear
process

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, PQFs with rational hole arrays can
be used to naturally construct a ring core for guiding the vortex
mode or the OAMmode only by adjusting the hole size and the
hole pitch without a high RImaterial-doping process for the ring
core. Moreover, high degrees of structural freedom contribute to
the flexible tailing of the mode propagation. Rapidly developing
vortex-multiplexed systems are considered one of the next-gen-
eration, high-dimensional fiber communication technological
features for addressing the soaring demand of managing
data[142]. Based on the PQF structure, how to further increase
the number of OAM modes (or signal-carrying channels) and
enhance the transmission robustness by lifting the Δneff , will
be explored primarily at the communication wavelength of
1.55 μm. Previous research shows that the high-order OAM
modes suffer from a very large dispersion[120–124], so the design
of a near-zero dispersion PQF for all-order modes or the tech-
nique of wiping out the accumulated dispersion, still needs to be
engineered. Moreover, anti-bending PQFs with a large mode
area might offer a new way to reduce thermal damage and bal-
ance the single-mode operation and bending loss. With the
development of PQFs, there is an increasing demand for
involved intra-fiber devices, such as low-loss splices, multiport
couplers, high-quality cleaves, and transformers.
To date, extensive research efforts have been devoted to the

study of the OAM fiber communication systems. However,
the nonlinear effects of the OAM-supported PQF have rarely
been explored. It is easy to observe the nonlinear effects because
of the easily obtained nonlinear length, effective fiber length, and
dispersion length that are associated with various nonlinear
effects, such as soliton self-frequency shift cancellation, four-
wave mixing, SC generation, Brillouin scattering, parametric
amplification, and parametric oscillation. Furthermore, as a
multi-mode fiber, the OAM-supported PQF may introduce
more novel, complex, or interesting nonlinear phenomena.
Comprehensive understanding of the nonlinear behaviors of
the pump pulse in an OAM-supported multi-mode fiber is cru-
cial for the development of high-dimensional optical communi-
cation techniques and high-power pulse lasers.

4.2.2. PQF-based laser

In recent years, PCFs have proved to be one of the most prevail-
ing gain media for realizing high-power, high-quality output

lasers with the natural advantages of large mode area, high
heat-resistance, and polarization controllability. Similarly, as
discussed in previous studies[68–87], PQFs possess higher prop-
erty tunability and structure customization for maintaining
large mode area, single-mode propagation, and low bending
loss, which is expected to effectively break the limit of output
power by restraining nonlinearity. Therefore, PQF-based gain
medium for lasers is worthy of detailed investigation in terms
of single-cladding fiber lasers, double-cladding large-mode-area
fiber lasers, high-polarization fiber lasers, and all-solid PBG fiber
lasers with fiber core (sometimes cladding) doping laser-active
rare-earth elements (Yb3�, Nd3�, Er3�, and so forth).

4.2.3. PQF-based topologically protected mode transmission

In the past decade, the realization of photonic Floquet topologi-
cal insulators has opened up an entirely new field of photonic
topological insulators free of external fields and with scattering-
free edge transport of visible light[143–145]. The propagation
robustness, despite defects and disorder, offers the possibility
of loss-free state transmission. These papers involving helical
waveguides, arranged in a triangular honeycomb lattice, predict
that helical PCFs are likely to exhibit robust topologically
protected states. In 2016, Bandres et al.[146] demonstrated
scattering-free unidirectional edge states in Floquet Penrose-
type PQ systems that could exhibit an entirely new topological
system with rich fractal (self-similar) structures of topological
“minigaps.” In 2019, a topological propagation system was
reported based on a 2D Stampfli-triangle photonic crystal by
only changing the diameters of the cylinders rather than
expanding or shrinking the hole space[49]. All mentioned topo-
logical systems show great potential for achieving topological
PQFs that can explore new optical phenomenon due to the topo-
logical PBG[36,49,147,148]. In fact, in 2021, a topological square
PCF was theoretically proposed based on second-order corner
modes by arranging the fiber configuration of kz > 0[149].
However, first the issue of how to generate the topological edge
state in an angular-periodic PQ with kz = 0 needs to be
addressed. Furthermore, the quality of the topological modes
of the fiber and the corresponding applications in the linear
or nonlinear systems are expected to be identified in the future.
In Floquet topological insulators, each dielectric cylinder spi-

ral surrounds the individual center of rotation. However, if all
dielectric cylinders are twisted by one rotation center[150], then
the constructed solid-core PCF can generate or propagate a
number of OAM modes[151]. Under an appropriate structure,
the triggered coupling between the core mode and cladding
mode enables the occurrence of multiple narrow dips in
the transmission spectrum, which has been demonstrated
with wide applications in band-rejection filters[152] and various
parametric sensors[153]. Owing to structural rotation sym-
metry, twisted PQFs may exhibit high-quality transmission
of OAM modes and may generate rich and new coupling phe-
nomena with a number of “hot points” originating from high
self-similarity.
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4.2.4. PQF-based grating, quantum dots-coated PQF, PQF metalens

Engineering a PQF by combining other techniques may provide
opportunities for finding new photophysics and optical applica-
tions. For instance, etching a PQF with grating structures, such
as fiber Bragg grating, tilted fiber Bragg grating, or long-period
grating, aids in constructing parameter fiber sensors or interfer-
ometer-type fiber sensors. Coating the thin films of the quantum
dots in all the air holes of the PQF can be utilized to control the
field distribution and the optical properties using the electro-
static self-assembling technique[154]. In addition to the deposi-
tion of quantum dots, an ultra-thin optical metalens directly
patterned on the core region of the PQF can enable light focus-
ing, which promotes novel applications in the fields of fiber-
based focusing, sensor, or imaging[155]. In summary, with
unprecedented degrees of freedom and striking optical proper-
ties, PQFs are expected to be a good candidate platform for
injecting liquid, gases, and quantum dots into the hollow core
of cladding holes to tune guiding properties; coating or filling
metal materials to enhance the SPR for sensing; or writing a
long-period grating in the fiber core to facilitate the coupling
between core modes and cladding modes at certain wavelengths
for curvature, bending, temperature, and strain sensors. The
wavelength range will hopefully be extended from the visible
range to the infrared range and even to the terahertz region.

5. Conclusions

This review provides an in-depth and comprehensive summary
of the basic concepts and current developments of PQFs in terms
of their invention history, structure categories, guiding mecha-
nisms, optical properties, potential applications, challenges
encountered, and application prospects. Notably, the unique
cladding arrays with rotation symmetry and long-order orienta-
tion endow the PQF with parallel-PCF propagation character-
istics (including single-mode operation, high numeric
aperture, flattened dispersion, large nonlinearity, etc.) with flex-
ible optimization. The holes-containing cladding also allows for
the integration of novel and functional materials inside solid-
core and hollow-core PQFs. Therefore, these fibers can create
new opportunities for a host of diverse areas in fiber sensors,
OAM transmitting fibers, and topological fibers as well as in
the fields of optical communications, biophotonics, biomedi-
cine, ultrafast science, and quantum optics. The next decades
may see the emergence of real PQF structures and more com-
mercial PQF-based fiber devices.
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